Yahoo7 announces new partnership with Home Tester Club
Sydney, 2 September 2015 – Yahoo7 has today announced a new partnership with Home
Tester Club, making Yahoo7 the exclusive commercial representative for the review
community in the Australian marketplace.
The new agreement will see both businesses working collaboratively to drive direct
consumer engagement opportunities for advertisers. Home Tester Club will be responsible
for maintaining its technology platform and growing its extensive community of more than
175,000 users across Australia. Yahoo7 will support local growth of the product-review
community, with a range of opportunities available to advertisers that include community
engagement and product sampling, consumer reviews and social amplification.
The new partnership with Home Tester Club will also offer integration capabilities with
Yahoo7’s Native Ads. Advertisers will be able to create and share consumer reviews at scale
using the Yahoo7 network across both desktop and mobile devices.
Jonathan Steel, Director – Business Development and Partnerships, Yahoo7 said, “Word of
mouth is one of the strongest influencers when it comes to purchase decisions and we know
in this social age, brands are increasingly having to incorporate peer reviews into their
marketing investment."
"Our new partnership with Home Tester Club expands our extensive commercial
capabilities, offering FMCG brands key strengths, including the ability to connect with real
consumers and promote real reviews across the Yahoo7 network. Initial feedback from
advertisers has been really positive, as they know how powerful the combination of owned,
earned and paid media can be."
Chris Phyland, Chief Executive Officer of Buchanan Group said, “We have a dedicated,
passionate community within the Home Tester Club in Australia and a global best-in-class
platform for Rating & Review curation, syndication and amplification. This is the first market
in which we've had a commercial partner, and Yahoo7’s massive reach and correlated
technology will allow our new alliance to connect more brands with more consumers both on
and offline."
The world's largest grocery-product testing and reviewing community, Home Tester Club,
boasts more than 600,000 members in 8 countries, with 175,000 in Australia alone. Its
review program covers 14 grocery product categories. Home Tester Club is a division of
Buchanan Group, an Australian-founded global leader in branded endorsement solutions
with brands including Brand Power (r) and MediFacts(r)
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About Yahoo7
Yahoo7’s mission is to make the world’s daily habits inspiring and entertaining. By creating
highly personalised experiences for our users, we keep people connected to what matters
most to them, anywhere, anytime and across any device. A 50-50 partnership between the
Seven West Media Group (ASX: SWM) and Yahoo Inc. (Nasdaq: YHOO), Yahoo7 combines
the strengths of Yahoo’s global network with Seven West Media’s TV, magazine and
newspaper brands. In turn, Yahoo7 creates value for advertisers and partners by connecting
them with the audiences that build their businesses.
About Buchanan Group
Buchanan Group is part of STW, Australia’s leading marketing content and communications
group.

